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AI - introduction

Dr. Stefaan Haspeslagh



Who am I?

- Research manager @ Vives University of applied sciences and KU Leuven

- Topics: AI – machine learning – deep learning

- Applications in industry, biomedical sciences, logistics, …

- Background in metaheuristic, exact and hybrid algorithms to tackle combinatorial optimisation problems 

(planning, scheduling, cutting, packing, vehicle routing, group composition, …)

- Lecturer in AI: optimisation – ML – DL



SOME MILESTONES
Artificial Intelligence: introduction and examples



Is playing chess a matter of intelligence?



Search trees



10 years later: Watson

Requires knowledge!



Deep learning & GO



Google Deep Mind: 2016



ChatGPT – 2022 & 2023

- Deep learning based

- New model architecture: transformers

- Language model – does NOT know anything!

- Predicts the probability that the next word is X given some previous words



ChatGPT – 2022 & 2023

- The model has several flaws:

- Bias

- Racism

- Wrong answers

- Solved by adding rules…  degrades to an expert system, a lot of manual programming required!

- The model DOES NOT learn immediately!

- Has NO logic!



ABOUT INTELLIGENCE
Artificial Intelligence: introduction and examples



About intelligence...

• When should we consider a program intelligent?

• When do we consider a (creative) activity of humans to require intelligence?

• Default answers: never? always?

• Most used definition of artificial intelligence:

• If a task performed by humans requires intelligence, and the software/device is able to perform this task, 

then the software/device is an artifical intelligence system.



Does numeric computation require
intelligence?

For humans?

For computers?

When do we consider a program “intelligent”?

Xcalc

3921 , 56

x    73 , 13

286 783 , 68

Also in the year 1900 ? 



To situate the question: two aims

Long term aim:

- develop systems that achieve a level of “intelligence” similar/comparable/better? than that of humans

- not achievable in the next 20 to 30 years

Short term aim:

- on specific tasks that seem to require intelligence

- develop systems that achieve a “level of intelligence” similar/comparable/better? than that of humans

- achieved for very many tasks already: deep blue, data mining, computer vision, ...



Long term: point of singularity



Intermezzo

A stupid question:

Can people fly?



Short term: reproduction versus 
simulation

We are not to SIMULATING human intelligence

We are  REPRODUCING the effect of intelligence

17



Will AI overrule us?

- Is more or less the question: will deep learning overrule us?



There are as many definitions as there are practitioners

How would you define it? What is important for a 

system to be intelligent?



A BRIEF HISTORY OF A.I.
Artificial Intelligence: introduction and examples



Small history & definitions

First used by John McCarthy, 1955

The goal of AI is to develop machines that behave as though they were intelligent

Case: 

- 15 robotic vehicles moving around

－ Some vehicles: small groups with little movements

－ Some others: move around peacefully, avoiding collisions

－ Some others: follow a leader

－ Some other: aggressive behaviour

- Question: is this intelligent behaviour?



Small history & definitions

Braitenberg vehicles

So, definition of McCarthy is insufficient



Small history & definitions

Second attempt, definition in Encyclopedia Britannica:

AI is the ability of digital computers or computer controlled robots to solve problems that are normally associated 

with the higher intellectual processing capabilities of humans ...

Is this definition sufficient?

• Computers with large memory to store and retrieve large texts?

• Multiplication



Small history & definitions

Third attempt, Elaine Rich:

Artificial Intelligence is the study of how to make computers do things at which, at the moment, people are better.

Long lasting definition?

- Computations?

- Chess?

- Entering a (unknown) room, making an inventory of items,  planning and taking actions

- Field of autonomous robots



History of A.I.



History of A.I.



History of A.I.



What is A.I.?

Artificial intelligence is technology that appears to emulate human performance typically by learning, 

coming to its own conclusions, appearing to understand complex content, engaging in natural dialogs 

with people, enhancing human cognitive performance (also known as cognitive computing) or replacing

people on execution of nonroutine (but repetitive!) tasks. 

Applications include autonomous vehicles, automatic speech recognition and generation and detecting

novel concepts and abstractions (useful for detecting potential new risks and aiding humans quickly 

understand very large bodies of everchanging information).



Intelligence in A.I.

• Ability to interact with the world (speech, vision, motion, manipulation)

• Ability to model the world and to reason about it

• And in the best case: ability to learn and to adapt



AI – ML - DL

- Artificial Intelligence (AI): 

“The set of all tasks in which a computer can make decisions.”

- Machine Learning (ML): 

“The set of all tasks in which a computer can make decisions based on data.”

- Deep Learning (DL):

“The field of machine learning that uses certain objects called neural networks.”



AI - ML

Issue with ML:

- Not always interpretable

- Needs (a lot of) data



AI - DL



What is deep learning? – foto brein!

Subfield of ML for learning representations of data.

Exceptional effective at learning patterns.

Utilizes learning algorithms that derive meaning out of data by using a hierarchy of multiple layers that mimic the 

neural networks of our brain.

If you provide the system tons of information, it begins to understand it and respond in useful ways.

https://www.xenonstack.com/blog/static/public/uploads/media/machine-learning-vs-deep-learning.png



What is AI? For me…

Computers/algorithms making decisions/predictions in real-world problems

apply

formulate

solve



A real world example:
the nurse rostering problem (NRP)

Problem:

assignments of shifts to nurses with a certain qualification

considering a number of constraints



AI – example application 1 - nurse 
rostering

- Small example:

- 4 shifts to schedule

- 10 possible nurses

- 7 days

- Number of variations on 1 day = 5040

- For 1 week: number of possible rosters = 50407 = 8,260641125390352e25

- For 1 month: number of possible rosters = 504030 = 1,182813011613388e111



AI – example application 2 -
transport for disabled people

- Goal:

- Drawing up timetables for collective transport for people with disabilities from home to reception centre

- Problem:

- Clients

- Type of wheelchair

- Earliest and latest pickup and delivery time

- Pickup location

- Depots = day care centres

- Earliest and latest arrival and departure time

- Vehicles

- Capacities

- Different configurations



AI – example application 2 -
transport for disabled people

Credits: Tellez et al. 2018



AI – example application 2 -
transport for disabled people

How to solve?

- Integer programming:

- Modelling is important!

- Excellent commercial solvers:

- CPLEX, GUROBI, …

- can be expensive

- Great quality open-source solvers:

- COIN-OR, …

- Not always stable

- In general:

- Can take a lot of time

- Calculation power



AI – example application 2 -
transport for disabled people

How to solve?

- Use metaheuristics:

- Generate a start solution

- “Improve” the solution, by making “specific changes” to the solution

- Stop if no better solution can be found

- Often used:

- Hill climbing

- Steepest descent

- Tabu Search

- Genetic algorithms

- ALNS



AI – example application 2 -
transport for disabled people
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ALNS – adaptive large 
neighbourhood search

Solution = ALNS

- Large = "destroy" and "restore" larger parts of the solution

2 phases:

- Remove/destroy-fase

- Repair-fase

Various remove and repair operators possible

Good results: able to timetable 100 requests for 6 buses in less than 1 hour!



AI – Other applications – ML & DL
AI in biomedical applications:

- Early detection of kidny failure after ICU  survival analysis

- Drug discovery based on machine learning

AI in education:

- (Early) detection of dropout based on moodle data

- Recommendation systems for personalised learning

AI in news:

- “Safe” recommendation enginges for news sites

AI in industry:

- Early detection of wear in a machine  survival analysis



AI for optimisation problems

Questions?

Contact details:

Dr. Stefaan Haspeslagh

Liaison Officer AI, KU Leuven – Vives

Doorniksesteenweg 145 – 8500 Kortrijk - Belgium

stefaan.haspeslagh@vives.be

stefaan.haspeslagh@kuleuven.be

mailto:stefaan.haspeslagh@vives.be
mailto:stefaan.haspeslagh@kuleuven.be

